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							About
	Our StoryStern is the premiere fueling distribution and consultation partner in the Midwest.
	NewsWe are looking forward to the future. Check in to see what’s new.



	Fuels/Energy
	Fuel/GasolineTake advantage of our extensive knowledge on fuel and fuel additives to increase the life expectancy of your engines and equipment.
	PropaneTrust us to deliver safe and clean propane gas to your business or operation, all while helping you navigate fluctuating costs to save you money.
	Retail Support
	Fuel Kleen



	Lubricants
	STERN LubricantsOur company branded line formulated with the latest specifications and approvals for cost-conscious customers.
	AutomotiveWe offer a full range of leading-edge synthetic Mobil 1™ motor oils and decades of experience.
	Industrial LubricantsSafely, environmental care and productivity are intrinsically linked – and one of the critical links in machine reliability.
	Off-HighwayMobil lubricant technology has produced proven performance – both in the lab and in the field.
	On-HighwayMobil™ heavy-duty lubricants are designed to protect your fleet and keep your vehicles on the road and out of the garage.
	Mobil ServMobil Serv℠ Lubricant Analysis can help you enhance safety, environmental care and productivity in your operation.



	Ancillary
	AntifreezeLearn the practical applications of anti-freeze and how to maintain your cooling systems to ensure smooth operations of all your machinery.
	DEFDiesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) has become a necessity to run your medium and heavy-duty diesel vehicles.



	Services
	Equipment Guard
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			CORPORATE OFFICE - FREEMAN, SD

			PO BOX 218

			27923 US HIGHWAY 81

			Freeman, SD 57029

			605-925-7999

			Get in Contact
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			Subscribe to Stern Updates via Email

			Keep up with current Stern happenings.
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